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FORM SUMMARY
This form is used by an employer-sponsored group health plan to allow individuals to ask for information about 
the plan’s disclosures of the individual’s protected health information (PHI). Plan participants (and their covered 
spouses and dependents) have a right to receive this information under the Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act’s (HIPAA’s) Privacy Rule. 45 C.F.R. § 164.528. This form is drafted for a group health plan, but 
can be modified for use by other types of HIPAA covered entities, such as a health service provider. This form 
contains drafting notes.

For more information on HIPAA Privacy Rule and Security Rule Compliance, see HIPAA Privacy, Security, Breach 
Notification, and Other Administrative Simplification Rules. Additional guidance on accounting disclosures may be 
found in Dep’t of Health and Human Services, Right to an Accounting of Disclosures, available on the agency’s 
website. For other PHI-related forms, see HIPAA Notice of Privacy Practices and HIPAA Authorization for PHI Use 
or Disclosure.

https://advance.lexis.com/open/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1000522&crid=3b147565-2156-420e-8fd6-87c26c91da1d&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5PC6-JBC1-JW09-M1DK-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5PC6-JBC1-JW09-M1DK-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=231516&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=f8_g&earg=sr0&prid=2bf2bbe3-8603-495c-aeeb-08c6210270df
https://advance.lexis.com/open/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1000522&crid=3b147565-2156-420e-8fd6-87c26c91da1d&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fanalytical-materials%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5PC6-JBC1-JW09-M1DK-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5PC6-JBC1-JW09-M1DK-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=231516&pdteaserkey=sr0&pditab=allpods&ecomp=f8_g&earg=sr0&prid=2bf2bbe3-8603-495c-aeeb-08c6210270df
http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/right-to-an-accounting-of-disclosures
http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/faq/right-to-an-accounting-of-disclosures
https://advance.lexis.com/open/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1000522&crid=f39bd3f5-de2d-4026-9403-74d264045eef&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fforms%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5PG0-52P1-F7G6-60T2-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5PG0-52P1-F7G6-60T2-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=231526&pdteaserkey=sr6&pditab=allpods&ecomp=f8_g&earg=sr6&prid=60e27549-697a-4ff8-87dd-53b02a81e5d0
https://advance.lexis.com/open/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1000522&crid=7cea36df-ec91-4976-9176-b78b4ddd9a15&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fforms%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5S7P-FTH1-JX8W-M2V6-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5S7P-FTH1-JX8W-M2V6-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=231526&pdteaserkey=sr6&pditab=allpods&ecomp=f8_g&earg=sr6&prid=4a46fb88-cb78-4939-94b1-a3a915f35f00
https://advance.lexis.com/open/document/lpadocument/?pdmfid=1000522&crid=7cea36df-ec91-4976-9176-b78b4ddd9a15&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fforms%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5S7P-FTH1-JX8W-M2V6-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5S7P-FTH1-JX8W-M2V6-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=231526&pdteaserkey=sr6&pditab=allpods&ecomp=f8_g&earg=sr6&prid=4a46fb88-cb78-4939-94b1-a3a915f35f00
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HIPAA Request for Accounting of PHI Disclosures

[name of employer] [name of group health plan] (the “Plan”)

Request for an Accounting of Disclosures of Protected Health Information

Purpose of form: Use this form to request an accounting of certain disclosures of your “Protected Health 
Information” (as defined in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, as amended (“HIPAA”)) 
made over the past six years by, or on behalf of, the Plan. We will provide the accounting within 60 days after 
receipt of your request. However, if we are unable to respond in that time, we will notify you of any needed 
extension.

Drafting Note to Purpose of Form Section 

Covered entities must provide the accounting within 60 days after a request (which may be extended by up 
to 30 days by issuance of a notice to the individual within the 60-day period that explains the reason for the 
delay and the date the accounting is expected to be provided). 45 C.F.R. § 164.528(c)(1). Documentation 
requirements are found in 45 C.F.R. § 164.528(d).

Instructions: Please fill out the information requested below, sign and date the form, and return it to: [address]. 
If you have any questions regarding the form, please contact the Plan’s HIPAA Privacy Official at: [contact 
information]

Fee. There is no cost to request an accounting of Protected Health Information in any 12-month period. If the Plan 
charges a fee for more frequent requests, you will be notified in advance of being charged and will be given the 
opportunity to withdraw or modify your request to avoid the fee.

Drafting Note to Fee Section 

Covered entities may not charge for the first accounting provided in any 12-month period, but may impose a 
reasonable fee for additional requests. 45 C.F.R. § 164.528(c)(2).

Accounting request:

By signing below, I request the Plan to provide me with an accounting of all disclosures of my health 
information for which I have a right to such accounting under section 164.528, part 164, title 45 of the Code of 
Federal Regulations and the policies of the Plan.

Note that disclosures made over six years ago, disclosures made to carry out treatment, payment or health 
care operations, and certain other types of disclosures, may be excluded from the accounting.
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HIPAA Request for Accounting of PHI Disclosures

The specific portion of my health information about which I wish the Plan to provide an accounting of 
disclosures is the following:

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Drafting Note to Second Paragraph of Accounting Request Section 

Asking the individual to identify the specific information being sought may facilitate a more directed response 
by the plan (or other HIPAA covered entity), but this form assumes that a full accounting of all required 
disclosures will be made. The individual has a right to receive the following information regarding any PHI 
disclosures subject to the accounting disclosure requirement (described in the Drafting Note to Accounting 
Request Section):

 ● Date of the disclosure
 ● Name and address, if known, of the recipient of the PHI
 ● Brief description of the PHI disclosed –and–
 ● Brief description of the purpose of the disclosure 

45 C.F.R. § 164.528(b)(2) (see special rules in 45 C.F.R. § 164.528(b)(3), (4)).

My contact information is:

Name: _____________________

Address:  ___________________________________________________________________

Telephone: ____________________ (home/mobile) ____________________ (work)

Signature: ____________________

Date:  ____________________
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HIPAA Request for Accounting of PHI Disclosures

Drafting Note to Accounting Request Section 

The PHI that is subject to the accounting disclosure requirement includes disclosures made by the covered 
entity or by its HIPAA business associates, but is (1) limited to disclosures occurring in the last six years and 
(2) excludes many common types of disclosures of PHI that were:

 ● To carry out treatment, payment, and health care operations, or incident to another type of permitted use 
or disclosure under HIPAA

 ● Made to the relevant individual
 ● Made pursuant to a specific authorization by the individual• In the form of a limited data set –or–
 ● Fell within certain other disclosures specifically permitted under HIPAA (e.g., for law enforcement or 

national security purposes) 
45 C.F.R. § 164.528(a).

For Plan use only:

Received by:

Signature: ____________________________

Print name: ____________________________

Date received: _____________

Method of receipt (e.g., U.S. mail, delivery service, by 
hand): ______________________
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